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Abstract
Anesthetics evoke a stress-response, upregulating heat shock genes. This neuroprotective response to proteotoxic stress represents preconditioning, a process by which neuronal tissue, previously exposed to anesthetics, is protected against future insult. It presumes a sub-lethal injury,
affecting protein unfolding. Our hypothesis is: preconditioning evokes molecular events that result in downstream changes that offer a selective advantage in terms of neuronal function. We focused on the neurobehavioral aspects which we neurophenotyped. Larval zebrafish were exposed
to trifluoroethanol (TFE), an anesthetic mimetic, and tested for both individual and group behavioral markers of neuronal function. In bright/dark tests, we observed that TFE-exposed larvae
spent more time in the dark area (typically an adult-like response) than control larvae. The response of TFE larvae to noise startle was directly opposite to that of controls. TFE larvae swam
towards the source of the startle (into the bright zone), whereas control larvae swam away from
the source of the startle (into the dark), typical of fear-response. The larvae also exhibited several
differences in social behaviors, including synchronized schooling and shoaling behaviors. The
TFE-group showed a greater number of synchronized events versus controls. The TFE-group also
exhibited more shoaling events compared with controls. While the long-term effects have yet to be
determined, these results shed light on the mechanism of anesthetic preconditioning. These complex zebrafish behaviors normally develop with age and therefore represent, in the TFE-exposed
group, a pattern of accelerated maturation of neuronal function, which is the neurophenotype attributed to preconditioning.
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1. Introduction

As the receptor targets of volatile anesthetics continue to be investigated, there is growing interest in the unintended consequences of anesthetics and the molecular targets that elicit these effects. Clinically relevant questions include why select patient populations experience subtle adverse effects of anesthetics: individuals that are
exposed to anesthetics very early in life may be at risk for later cognitive deficiencies [1], and some elderly patients may suffer sudden impaired quality of life following surgery—a process called post-operative cognitive
dysfunction. The molecular mechanisms that are associated with these unintended detrimental effects of anesthetics remain poorly understood.
Although seemingly contradictory, research in the area of preconditioning [2] [3] may offer clues to some of
the underlying mechanisms of pathology. Anesthetic preconditioning, which is analogous to ischemic preconditioning, is a process by which neuronal tissue previously exposed to volatile anesthetics exhibits a selective advantage, especially against future cellular insult. The precise molecular mechanism by which this occurs also
remains elusive.
We think that the adverse effects of anesthetics as well as the phenomenon of preconditioning both involve an
early event that that can be described as cellular protein unfolding/aggregation. The difference between detrimental and beneficial processes may be in the level of cellular response or lack thereof. Our model of anesthetic
preconditioning is that the initial exposure to an anesthetic agent produces a proteotoxic injury (i.e. protein unfolding/aggregation) that evokes a robust cytoprotective response, such as heat shock response [2]-[5]. The subtleties of this beneficial response in the CNS can be neurophenotyped.
Vertebrate behavior is a function of the central processing of sensory stimuli and transmission of motor commands to muscles from descending neurons to networks in the spinal cord [6]. Behavior, as such, is a valid endpoint for summative neuronal function. If the hypothesis is that an anesthetic agent, as a mediator of preconditioning, promotes a cytoprotective heat shock response that enhances neuronal integrity, then monitoring behavioral endpoints is a valid assessment of the beneficial changes to neuronal function. We undertook the current
project to begin to understand the preconditioned neurophenotype. We chose zebrafish (Danio rerio), since their
genes exhibit markedly similar characteristics and homology to those found in humans, and therefore, this animal model is valuable in investigating development and mimicking human pathophysiology. This organism,
originally native to rice paddies and estuaries in India and Burma, has been established as a recognized experimental model since the early 1970s. Its briefer lifespan and ease of husbandry make zebrafish a sought after research alternative to rodent models. The behaviors of zebrafish larvae are elementary and measureable, allowing
for results that offer broader predictive value. Zebrafish larvae were exposed to 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), an
anesthetic mimetic. We looked at larval swimming, which involves a complex repertoire of kinematic component behaviors, such as turns and bursts [7].

2. Material and Methods
Larval zebrafish (Danio rerio; wild-type AB) were bred using standard IACUC/IBC-approved protocols. Embryos were harvested and incubated in sterile petri dishes at a fixed temperature of 28˚C. After hatching, at three
days post-fertilization (3 dfp), larvae were divided at random into treated and untreated groups (three larvae per
group) immediately prior to treatment. An aliquot of 5 mM aqueous TFE was added by pipet into the group petri
dish (containing embryo media), versus control, which received the same volume of vehicle (18 mega Ω water).
Sub-millimolar final concentrations of TFE were used to promote a tissue-response without eliciting any anesthetic effects (i.e. sedative). Following TFE exposure (0.1 mM for 3 hr at 28˚C, allowing for full tissue saturation), larvae were serially transferred by pipet (to remove TFE) into intermediate and final sterile group petri
dishes. The two groups of larvae were incubated (28˚C) until 5dpf, at which time they were transferred into
group nursery tanks on a self-monitoring rack system (Mini Z-Hab, pentairaes.com). The larvae were maintained using standard feeding (Skretting Gemma 75 at 5 dpf 3x daily) and care (28˚C, 750 µS, pH = 7.3) protocols until humanely euthanized at completion of the study.
The larvae were tested for behavioral and social markers of neuronal function. Two types of testing were performed: a stimulus-response at 4dpf and passive observation at 6 dpf. All results were compared with two-tailed
t-tests using 95% confidence levels for significance.
At 4 dpf, a bright/dark test, with and without startle (Figure 1), was performed in which a light source was
positioned over a petri dish in order to generate delineated zones of bright light and dark (80% light at 6700 lux;
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Figure 1. Bright-dark experimental chamber. Fiber-optic
illuminator was used as the light source and positioned as
illustrated. The lux was measured using a light meter. The
chamber was a standard size petri dish. The location of
the alarm is shown as a symbol to the left.

20% dark at 150 lux). The control and TFE-exposed larvae were tested as two separate groups. The number of
larvae in the group that occupied each zone (bright and dark) of the dish was determined at timed intervals. Then
at 4min, a brief (2s) startle noise was generated by a lab timer alarm positioned at the farthest end of the bright
zone opposite the dark. The average number of larvae in each zone was again determined at timed intervals over
the succeeding 2 min. The mean values were calculated and compared. Student’s t-tests (two-tailed) were used
to determine differences employing a 95% confidence limit.
At 6 dpf, social behavior was passively observed under standard room lighting. In this study we developed a
novel procedure for quantifying normal (generally accepted) social behaviors. Four types of schooling and
shoaling behaviors were identified and measured by location and movement over a fixed star-pattern grid (Figure 2). Center dwelling and thigmotaxis were also measured using a fixed grid that consisted of a center circle
that represented 25% of the total area. Videos (5 min) were recorded at the same set distance above each nursery
cylinder placed over a fixed grid.

3. Results and Discussion
Schooling was defined as a coordinated, or synchronized, behavior involving multiple larvae, which are in close
proximity of each other (≤ two body lengths), using the following criteria: for “single-direction schooling”, they
must burst-swim in parallel for at least two bursts; and for “double-direction schooling”, they must burst-swim
in parallel for at least two half-bursts in one direction, and then, simultaneously change direction (≥90˚) and
burst-swim again in parallel for at least two half-bursts. Burst-swimming is defined as episodic forward movement approximately one body length at a time.
Shoaling was defined as a non-synchronized behavior involving either two crisscrossing larvae or three clustered larvae, using the following criteria: for “cross-shoaling”, the swim path of the two larvae must cross one
another (note: the directions can range from being perfectly anti-parallel to perpendicular), and they must be
within one body length of each other; and for “group-shoaling”, the three fish must dwell in close proximity,
which was scored when they simultaneously occupied one of the nine designated sections visible as an underlying star-pattern grid (Figure 2). This grid contained eight equally sized sections positioned in a clockwise fashion surrounding a similarly sized section in the center. Criteria for scoring the social behaviors were used by
five different experimenters that viewed the videos. Three experimenters were blinded as to the treatment group.
The scores were averaged and presented as the average number of schooling (or shoaling) events per group.
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Center-dwelling and thigmotaxis were measured using a grid (dashedline, Figure 2) that contained a center
circle that defined 25% of the total two-dimensional swim area for the larvae. Each individual larva was tracked
and the amount of time spent in the center circle was recorded and calculated as a fraction of total time. The inverse of these measured values represent thigmotaxis. Two independent experimenters recorded the times,
which were averaged and compared.
In the bright/dark test, we observed that control larvae appeared to avoid the dark (Figure 3), an expected behavior in zebrafish larvae. If larvae location in the test dish (80% bright zone) were determined by random activity, a value of 2.40 (dashedline in Figure 3) would represent the average number found in the bright zone (n
= 3; location factor, 0.80). The controls exhibited 2.82, significantly higher than if random movement dictated
location (one-sample t-test gives 95% interval of 2.67 to 2.98; p < 0.001).
Light preference is typical of zebrafish larvae. However, it is not so much a function of phototaxis that is directional movement based on light cues and due to retinal photoreceptors [8], as it is a function of dark photokinesis that is heightened activity driving larvae in a stochastic fashion out of dark zones effectively “trapping”
them in brighter zones as a consequence of reduced activity. This behavioral feature is dependent on deep brain
(i.e. hypothalamus in pre-optic region) photoreceptors [9]. In contrast to controls, we observed TFE-exposed
larvae exhibited a preference for the dark. TFE-exposed larvae showed an average number of 1.99 in the bright
zone (one-sample t-test gives 95% interval of 1.69 to 2.29; p < 0.001), significantly less than the predicted average of 2.40 based on random movement. This behavioral preference for the dark is called scototaxis and

Figure 2. Underlying fixed grids. The grids were placed
to fit under stationary nursery cylinders and larvae were
passively filmed to measure social behaviors. The solidlines represent the grid to study shoaling and the dashedline is the grid used for determining center-dwelling.

Figure 3. Adult-like behavior exhibited in TFE-exposed
larvae. Bright/dark experiments were performed without
startle. The dashed line indicates the reference value for
random-directed behavior. Data for the bars are given as
M ± SEM. Asterisk, p < 0.0001.
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represents an adult neurophenotype [10]. Some have argued that scototaxis is a feature of anxiety [11]. When we
tested for thigmotaxis, we did not observe a difference between controls and TFE-exposed larvae (data not
shown), suggesting that TFE exposure did not have an anxiogenic effect.
We think that the preference for the dark in TFE-exposed larvae may be due to suppression of dark photokinesis and other maturation of the cognitive-driven regions of the brain. Increased exploratory behavior is recognized as a measure of decreased anxiety in many species [12]. When we assessed the number of different sections occupied by the swimming larvae in petri dishes using the star-pattern grid described above, we did not see
a difference (data not shown), suggesting that on the exploratory axis (i.e. representative of anxiety) there was
no difference between controls and TFE-exposed larvae. We, therefore, cannot conclude dark preference by the
TFE-exposed larvae is due to anxiogenic effect.
Following a sudden alarm-like sound (i.e. startle stimulus), we observed that the control larvae moved from
the bright zone to the dark (Figure 4). The startle response of TFE-exposed larvae was directly opposite that of
controls. TFE-exposed larvae swam towards the source of the startle and remained in the bright zone.
The startle response is an autonomous reflex that can be evoked by a stimulus that is sudden and unexpected.
This is seen in larvae as a coordinated series of defined escape behaviors that appear as early as 2 dpf, such as
larvae rapidly bend and swim away from an abrupt stimulus [13], events that can be seen milliseconds after a
brief tone or vibration. We examined larvae behavior over a 120s period following startle. We interpreted the
responses of the control larvae as representing fear-directed neuronal signals that suppress dark photokinesis.
The startle response behavior of TFE larvae, on the other hand, appears antithetical to an anxiety-driven response and may reflect a maturation of cognitive processes, similar to food-seeking.
TFE-exposed larvae also exhibited several differences in social behaviors (Figure 5), including single-direction schooling and shoaling (two larvae: cross-shoaling; three larvae: group-shoaling). The TFE-group showed
5.6 ± 1.21 (M ± SEM) single-direction schooling events per 5 min period versus controls (3.0 ± 1.26; p < 0.001).
The TFE-group exhibited 12.4 ± 1.36 cross-shoaling events per 5 min period compared with controls (5.0 ± 1.58;
p < 0.01).
Larvae at this developmental stage typically show avoidance behavior of conspecifics. Larvae at 7 dpf have
no social preference for being near each other [14] [15]. Shoaling behaviors develop later [16]. We know that
older zebrafish (i.e. juveniles and adults) spend most of their time in cohesive groups (or shoals). Shoaling does
not imply that there is a synchronization of swimming directions, only that there is aggregation of individuals.
Preference for shoaling appears to be a learned phenomenon [17] and therefore a function of cognitive processes.
Schooling behavior refers to the coordinated movement of the individuals (i.e. single-direction schooling). Our
data is consistent with the hypothesis that TFE-induced preconditioning offers a selective advantage to brain (i.e.
neural circuitry), perhaps accelerating maturation of the developing brain, enhancing the ability of larvae to
process information.

Figure 4. Lack of fear response exhibited in TFE-exposed
larvae. Bright/dark experiments were performed with data
collected before and after startle. The two dashed lines
represent the before startle values for control and TFE.
Data are given as M ± SEM. In both groups, the “after
startle” value differed significantly from their respective
“before startle” values (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. Mature neurophenotype exhibited in TFE-exposed larvae. Observational data of social activity was
recorded as the number of events in a 5min period. Data
are given as M ± SEM. Asterisks, p < 0.05; hashtag, p =
0.054.

The literature shows us that anesthetic preconditioning improves cognitive performance following traumatic
brain injury [18]. Our lab previously demonstrated that isoflurane increases expression of chaperone genes [2].
Chaperone expression is linked to enhanced cognitive performance [19]. While the long-term effects have yet to
be determined, the results of the current study may shed light on the mechanism of anesthetic preconditioning.
These complex zebrafish behaviors normally develop with age and therefore represent, in the TFE-exposed
group, a pattern of accelerated maturation of neuronal function, which we attribute to the preconditioning effect
of TFE.
Biophysical in vitro studies show that the hydrophobic interactions that are in large part responsible for the
native state of biologically active proteins are disrupted by TFE [20]. Our lab demonstrated that TFE significant
altered the native structure of albumin [21].
The molecular targets that pertain to the unintended consequences of anesthetics, and in particular preconditioning, are thought to be different [2] [3] than those involved in eliciting the pharmacology of anesthesia. We
chose TFE, the fluorinated equivalent of ethanol, in part because it is fully miscible in water. TFE exhibits properties of volatile fluorinated ethers, which are not miscible in water and therefore difficult to use with aquatic
models, such as zebrafish larvae. The CNS effect of ethanol is similar to a number of sedative/hypnotic agents
(i.e. benzodiazepines, neural steroids and volatile anesthetics), in that ethanol specifically enhances the activity
of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A-type receptors [22] and inhibits the activity of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptors [23]. TFE exhibits five-fold greater potency than ethanol at inhibiting NMDA-activated currents [24].
Furthermore, TFE is an analog of TCE (trichloroethanol), the active metabolite of chloral hydrate and directly
responsible for the anesthetic effects of chloral derivatives. While the anesthetic concentration of TCE is in the
low millimolar range, the concentration of TFE associated with anesthesia has not been established, but it would
be presumably less than that of TCE based on its comparatively weaker effects on NMDA-receptors [24]. In the
current study, we used sub-millimolar concentrations of TFE that did not elicit any anesthetic effects (i.e. sedative) on zebrafish larvae. Halogenation may appear to be a crucial molecular feature. Diverse halogenated compounds, such as isoflurane, are typically used as inhalational anesthetics, and TFE, in fact, is a metabolite of
isoflurane.
We hypothesize that preconditioning with anesthetics evokes molecular events that result in downstream
changes (i.e. specific genetic expression) that protect and improve neuronal function. Anesthetics evoke a stressresponse that includes upregulation of heat shock genes [2]. Exposure of SH-SY5Y cells to isoflurane causes an
immediate increase in the expression of 45 different chaperone genes; and even after 24 hr, 60% of these remain
upregulated. Several studies have suggested that preconditioning involves a heat shock response [25].
This neuroprotective response to proteotoxic stress represents preconditioning. It presumes that the exposure
to anesthetics contribute to a sub-lethal injury, likely impacting protein unfolding [3], involving increased expression of α-crystallin, an inducible neuronal chaperone that inhibits aggregation of unfolded proteins. We
chose zebrafish larvae to delineate the neurophenotype associated with preconditioning. Our results confirm that
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brief exposure to low levels of anesthetics enhances neuro-behavioral performance.
Nonetheless, our working model suggests the first event upon exposure is an injury and this injury may be
exacerbated at higher levels (or prolonged exposure) leading to detrimental effects. We are currently investigating the threshold between active cytoprotection and permanent injury, due to the limitations of having only one
concentration utilized in this study.

4. Conclusion
The complex zebrafish behaviors that were studied in this paper normally develop with age and therefore
represent, in the TFE-exposed group, a pattern of accelerated maturation of neuronal function. These mature
behaviors include the following: a greater preference for the dark and movement towards the startle (relative to
control and developmental expectations), and schooling/shoaling social behaviors typical of older fish. This
preconditioned neurophenotype is attributed to the sub-lethal proteotoxic injury by lower levels of anesthetics
that evoke a neuroprotective stress-response, upregulating heat shock genes. This process not only protects
against future neuronal cellular insult, but also creates a selective cognitive advantage.
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